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Yes it is nostalgia time.

Some of you may be old enough to remember the
transmitters utilizing gunn diodes (a semiconductor electronic
component, with negative resistance of the 70’s.

These transmitters were in large part spin off’s from the
Soflan motion detectors with horn aerials and the gunn diode
in a complete package, these motion detectors seemed to be
at every rally stall, but alas dried up some years ago. If you
modulated the power rail with a video signal they made
excellent low power 10GHz TV transmitters.

The receivers were a little more complex in that you required
a way of mixing the signal down to an IF frequency often
around 50 to 100 MHz and then an FM IF strip and detector
to recover the signal. But fortunately these units were soon
followed on the same stalls by FM TV receivers for Satellite
TV using KU band LNB’s that could in some cases, be
converted to 10GHz with a change of Puck. This did not work
for all LNB’s as some had rather selective filters in the front
end.

The Marconi blue capped LNB marked the start of this
technology in the UK. Now a new motion detector is here the
HB100 and they are moving around on EBay for just a few UK
pounds and outperform the old gunn diode technology in both
power and stability, alas they don’t come complete with
antenna, but John G3RFL is on the case.

In the last issue he used one as part of a frequency counter
and in this issue has pressed one into service as an FMTV
transmitter. It would seem others are on the same
wavelength so as to speak, with dish feeds and horns and
even a lamp shade aerial to really get some DX capability out
of these inexpensive units.

Talking dish feeds, does anyone remember the penny feed
which was a way of illuminating a dish from a WG 16 wave
guide, well that UK coin long since passed into obsolescence
and due to the poor design of the Euro, we are reliably
informed it is not a direct replacement due to a lack of
foresight at the European Central Bank.

While on the memorabilia trail, our Facebook site CQDATV
has had one or two outpourings on the old 1980’s TV
handbook written by our very own Trevor assisted John Wood
(http://cqdatv.mobi/handbook.php), like all books the
circuits date and chips become obsolete, but interesting to
see the technology of the times which does have a habit of
spawning new ideas. The TV handbook was part of a series of
several books from TV compendium and Micro and TV
projects, which only existed in print format, but never the
less they do exist and if you would like to see more of the
same we could investigate getting the rest of the series
scanned and available for electronic download.

Staying with the RF side of things, Ken W6HCC has updated
his TV DX contact list and presented it in this issues. Nice to
see that ATV is still alive and populating our airways and the
path lengths that can be achieved. Ken has also sent in his
DATV express May edition report, so plenty to read up on.

Just so our magazine is balanced as we know you don’t all
engage in RF transmissions due to low QTH’s and 20 degree
gardens we have our usual Micro Corner and this time its
Mike G7GTN’s turn to add to our growing internet repeater
using the Node MCU module and its BASIC programming.

Trevor kicked it off with control via I2C of the Transmitter on
off controls, cross point switching and a rotatable receive
aerial and this time Mike has added audio idents, well you did
not expect Morse code did you, this is the 21st century and
you can only push nostalgia so far, so its speech idents.

Editorial

http://cq-datv.mobi/handbook.php
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It may have escaped your attention that this is CQDATV
issue 49 and the next edition CQDATV will mark 50 issues
(half way to our centenary issue).

With more than a quarter of a million total downloads, we
feel we are supporting the ATV community worldwide!

But it might not have escaped your attention that this
demand is being fed by some very familiar faces and we
would like to see some CQDATV contributions from other
readers, even if it is just a photograph of your shack or
something you built that did not perform and we could help
with.

Let’s see if we can celebrate our half century with a bumper
issue. As usual all copy to editor@cqdatv.mobi.

Please sit back and enjoy CQDATV 49.

CQDATV Production team

Please note:

Due to a lack of 'elbow grease', the Micro Corner article
has had to be held over to the next issue.

Please note: articles in this magazine are provided
with absolutely no warranty whatsoever; neither the
contributors nor CQDATV accept any responsibility or
liability for loss or damage resulting from readers
choosing to apply this content to theirs or others
computers and equipment.

mailto:editor@cq-datv.mobi
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Broken record!

Hams in England have broken the 200kM distance record
using 146 MHz RBDATV.

DATV News
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Check out the DKARS website at:
http://www.dkars.nl/

http://www.datv-express.com
http://http://www.dkars.nl/index.php?page=general
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By John Hudson G3RFL

In CQDATV 48 (http://cqdatv.mobi/48.php), we looked at
the HB100 10GHz exciter that is used as an inexpensive door
radar to detect people and open the door. For this issue I
thought we would have a look at pressing one into use as a
10GHz FM TV transmitter.

The way to FM modulate these units it modulate the power
rail supplying the oscillator rather like we used to do for Gunn
Diodes. This modulator design was originally developed for
such a purpose.

The video is first passed through a CCIR 405 preemphasis
network that reduces the low frequencies so that the higher
frequencies deliver more modulation and hence more power
into the FM side bands, to combat chroma noise, a well
documented FM TV problem.

CCIR 405 de emphasis is part of all FM TV receivers, so if we
get the pre emphasis cure correct, then the deemphasis cure

will present a flat video response, with a reduced chroma
noise level than flat response modulation would deliver
through an FM modulated transmitter receiver chain.

Audio is applied to a simple CA3140 op amp which has a
stage gain of 10, set by R3 R4 to ?????? and then used to
modulate Q1 (BC108) sound subcarrier oscillator by driving
two 1n4001 diodes which are behaving as variable capacitors.

The oscillator is set to 6MHZ by C5 C6 and L1. The video and
audio subcarrier are then combined to modulate a BC547
which provides the necessary current gain required to drive
the HB 100 which draws about 30mA from a 5 volt supply,
R24 provides fine tuning of the HB100 frequency, by
adjusting the voltage that is video and audio modulated..

Having now tamed the HB100, got it on frequency and
managed to video modulate it, the next stage has to be
interfacing it to a suitable aerial.

An FM TV Transmitter using the HB100

The HB 100 radar unit

FM CCIR 405 pre and deemphasis

http://cq-datv.mobi/48.php
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Research took me to http://f6hcc.free.fr/10ghz.htm and
Jean’s work, where he placed the unit at the focus of 60
centimetres offset dish. The HB100 module “illuminates” the
full surface of the parabola and the gain is high (about 30
dB). Having done much work with dishes, it is important to
illuminate the full surface of the dish and not over illuminate
where power is wasted.

But there were other solutions on the net and this elegant
solution by Peter PA1SDB uses an IKEA lamp shade which
just happens to be a parabola.

The HB100 was placed with the two transmitting antennas in
the dish of a dish because the antennae are on the edge of
the HB100 print.

The maximum radiation, the focus point, was found by
measuring the field strength at a distance of 8M with a
1N23C diode detector.

HB 100 Video Modulator

Left: Test Signal having passed through CCIR 405 pre
and deemphasis

RF Polar diagrams for the bare HM100 unfortunately
not a perfect cone but for a small shallow dish

requiring 120° might get a reasonable illumination.

http://f6hcc.free.fr/10ghz.htm
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Another problem is that the dish also focuses the sun light
and heat onto the centre and mounting sensitive electronic
equipment there and also equipment, like the HB 100 that
can change frequency with heat can be a problem. You might
have guessed it's June and we have had a couple of warm
days in the UK with a forecast of more to come and I am in a
reflective mood over a cold beer in the garden.

So to try and bring something new to the party, I opted for a
horn antenna. This was cut out of a simple piece of 22 SWG
aluminium purchased from PlumbBase.

Above: Horn template

Above left: Jean F6HCC’s solution might also need a
little weather proofing

Left: PA1SDB’s centre fed IKEA Lampshade
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Once I cut out the shape in my carefully calculated template,
it was a simple fold into the horn, my geometry seemed to
work and the basic horn took shape.

It then needs the edges sealing together, never the simplest
of operations for small units. I have soldered them together
in the past, yes you can solder to aluminium.

You need to clean the joint well, immerse the job in an oil
bath, scrape the surfaces again and then solder them while
still immersed in the oil bath. You need a powerful soldering
iron, that delivers plenty of heat, as the oil bath has a
cooling effect. For this task I was clearly going to have to
come up with a different solution.

I went for gaffer tape for the strength and lined the inner
joints with silver window alarm tape, something I might
revisit later.

The last problem was interfacing the horn.

I did consider connecting a semi rigid coax to the HB100 and
then using the other end to fashion a wave guide probe for
adding to the horn, but for the time being I mounted the
HB100 inside the HORN on two bolts.

I did not cut the horn out just drilled two holes so I could run
some gain measurements which were a little disappointing in
that I initially measured a gain of 10dB and this had side
lobes, but 20dB down.

So perhaps the dish solution might be the way to go as it
delivered a 20dB improvement over my simple horn.

Watch this space!

The cut out horn Johns prototype HB100 Horn
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TV Amateur is a German Language ATV Magazine It is
published 4 times a year and if you would like to
subscribe go to http://agafev.org/ NOTE new URL

http://agaf-ev.org/
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CQDATV NEEDS YOU!

Without reader input CQDATV would be an empty ePub/PDF
file (which I don't think many people would find particularly
interesting). We are always looking for articles, reports,
anything! Even small things like letters and desktop screens
help fill the magazine.

Guidelines

The single rule for an article is that it must somehow be
linked to ATV or one of its many derivatives, CCTV, repeaters,
aerials/dishes etc.

Write your article in whichever software you choose. I would
recommend LibreOffice (this is cross platform). But please
spell and grammarcheck it!

Writing

There is no word limit for articles, but be
advised that long articles may be split across
several issues. In your article, please indicate
where you would like a particular image to be
placed. We will try to adhere to this, but page
layout may require us to move them around a

bit. Please do not use any formatting in your document.

Images

Images should be the best resolution possible
and in PNG format (preferred), or JPG with low
compression. Images can be embedded in the
document to show their position, but must
also be included as separate image files (PNG
or JPG).

Intellectual property

Please attribute anyone else involved in the
article and seek their permission for us to
publish it.

Copyright remains with you and if anyone else
wishes to reprint any of our copy they should

seek your permission to do so.

Language

If your native language is not English, don't
worry. We will translate your copy using
online translation software and then one of
the proofreaders will smooth it into English

and correct any grammatical or spelling errors that these
translation services sometimes create.

CQDATV is distributed around the world and
the library of back issues is open to all as a
free ATV resource.

Back issues are here:
http://www.cqdatv.mobi/ebooks.php

Payment

Sorry, we do not pay, CQDATV is a free
magazine. Your reward is seeing something
you created in print and knowing you
contributed to the ATV community around the
world.

When you are ready to submit your article, please email it to:
editor@cqdatv.mobi

Write for the CQ-DATV Magazine

mailto:editor@cq-datv.mobi
http://www.cq-datv.mobi/ebooks.php
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By Ken W6HHC

The DATVExpress project team has officially slowed down to
“backburner” mode.

Art WA8RMC reported increased attendance (maybe 150
hams) for the ATV forum sessions at the recent “Dayton
Hamvention” at the new location in Zena Ohio (right next
door to Wright Patterson Air Base). Art reports good
inventory on the DATVExpress boards.

Ken W6HHC continues to testandlearn the terrific DVBS
DATV exciter Portsdown Project that is based around RPi3
and the RpiDATV software of Evariste F5OEO (modified by
BATC Portsdown team). Ken’s test setup is using the
(optional) DATVExpress board as the modulator (instead of
the normal Portsdown modulator board). Ken has succeeded
in transmitting video:

 MPEG2 encoding with PiCAM
 H.264 encoding with PiCAM
 H.264 encoding with NTSC camera via EasyCAP video

capture
 Test patterns via JPEG file

Charles continues to take a break from the DATVExpress
efforts and is involved with with the team working on the USA
Phase 4B geosync satellite project that will use DVBS2X
protocol primarily for data transmission of voice, JPEGs, and
TCPIP. Charles mentioned that there is no announced launch
date for the Phase 4B satellite, yet.

Future DATVExpress Project Reports are expected to be
quite short for the rest of 2017.

“Project speed set to backburner”….de Ken W6HHC

DATV-Express Project - May update

report

Want to be notified when issues of CQDATV are published?
Then join our mailing list.

Block Diagram of Portsdown/RPi3/DATVExpress
using either PiCAM or EasyCAP or even JPEG file as

video source

http://cq-datv.mobi/list.php
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External links

If you have an eBook reader that does not have WiFi then
you will not be able to use the hyperlinks in this publication.
If you have an eBook reader that has WiFi then you will be
able to providing you are in a WiFi zone.

But if you have a Kindle 3G then yes, but only to Amazon,
and there is not a lot of ATV material on their site.
Smart phone reading apps are ok providing that you have a
3G data connection.

Note: These links will fire up your devices browser and if you
are using 3G/4G then you will incur data usages charges.

Legal Niceties (the small print)
E&OE. Whilst every care is taken in the production of this
publication, dotMOBI accepts no legal responsibility for the
advice, data and opinions expressed. dotMOBI neither
endorses nor is it responsible for the content of
advertisements or the activities of those advertisers. No
guarantee of accuracy is implied or given for the material
herein. dotMOBI expressly disclaims all liability to any person
in respect of anything and in respect of the consequences of
anything done or omitted to be done wholly or partly in
reliance upon the whole or any part of this publication.
As the regulations for the operation of radio frequency
equipment vary in different countries, readers are advised to
check that building or operating any piece of equipment
described in dotMOBI will not contravene the rules that apply
in their own country.
All copyrights and trademarks mentioned in this publication
are acknowledged and no infringement of the intellectual
copyright of others is intended.

Copyright

The articles contained in this publication remain the copyright
of their respective authors and NOT dotMOBI. Any
reproduction of such articles must be approved by the author
of that article.

Notice to Contributors
Authors are alone responsible for the content of their articles,
including factual and legal accuracy, and opinions expressed
by them may not reflect the editorial stance of the
publication. Material submitted to dotMOBI should not
infringe the copyright of other writers or bodies.
Contributions are accepted for publication on this basis alone.
dotMOBI publications  http://cqdatv.mobi

Author Guidelines

CQDATV welcomes contributions from our readers. It does
not necessarily have to be on ATV, as long as it is of interest
to our readers.

Although a formatted article showing the layout can be sent,
we prefer an unformatted text file of the script, along with
annotations of where important images should be placed. All
images should be identified as Fig 1 etc and sent seperately.

Images should be in PNG format if possible and the best
quality available. Do not resize or compress images, we will
do all the rework necessary to publish them.

If you are sending a construction project, please include the
dimensions of any pcb's and make the pcb image black and
white, not greyscale.

CQDATV reserves the right to redraw any schematics and
pcb layouts to meet our standards.

Information

http://cq-datv.mobi/
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ATV Quarterly  Don't miss another issue! Subscribe
Today

USA $24.00 year, Canada/Mexico $27.00 year DX
$37.00 year (US $) Cyber: $15/yr. Visa, M/C, AMEX,
PayPal via Internet: www.atvquarterly.com
Cheques or Money Orders to P.O.Box 1594 Crestline
CA 92325
Published by ATV Quarterly tel (909) 3386887
email: wa6svt@atvquarterly.com

Coming up in CQ-DATV
Is this the latest issue of CQDATV? Click here to go to our
web site to check to see if there is a later edition available.

http://cq-datv.mobi/updates.php?issue=49
http://www.atvquarterly.com
mailto:wa6svt@atvquarterly.com
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